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Anti-icing plasma coatings on structured polymer foils - Meeting the icing
challenge
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Currently, the topic icing is receiving more and more attention in many industrial

areas, such as the design and operation of aircrafts or wind energy plants. Icing of

wings or rotor blades results in loss of function of the iced surface. Wind turbines must

be switched off or the rotor blades have to be heated: this costs energy and money.

The aim of this project was to develop, produce, and analyze PECVD coated polymer

foils which allow influencing the formation of ice crystals and films and to reduce the

ice adhesion on the surface. Self-adhesive polyurethane polymer foils allow the

independent coating and structuring of the surface without structuring and coating the

surface of the rotor blades itself. The structuring of polymer foils was done by a hot

embossing process. The anti-icing top coating was applied by PECVD. Both

processes can be scaled up and done from roll-to-roll. The polyurethane is very shock

and scratch resistant and protects the surface from erosion. The functionalization

reduces the ice adhesion on the surface of more than 90% and delays the freezing of

water. The water wetting behaviour was studied in dependency of the structure

dimensions and PECVD top coatings.

For the evaluation of the functionalized surfaces, lab-based test methods were

developed in order to achieve atmospheric icing conditions and to study the freezing

delay/icing behaviour on plasma functionalized surfaces. The embossed and coated

polymer foils were applied and tested on rotor blades of a wind energy plant in urban

environment. The results will be presented.
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